KAV-SB-004 Revision 0 August 2016

Fan exhaust heat shield failure
1.

Classification

As the fan is not a certified part of the aircraft this Service Bulletin has been classified as advisory by
Kavanagh Balloons.
2.

Applicability

Any Kavanagh Balloons inflation fan using a Honda engine where the heat shield for the exhaust passes
through the fan guard. Other fans using a Honda engine may also be affected.
3.

Requirement

1)

Inspect the exhaust heat shield for cracking.

2)

If requirement item 1 finds cracking in the heat shield, then the fan should be removed from
service until modifications below are carried out.

4.

Compliance

It is recommended that this Service Bulletin is carried out at the earliest opportunity to minimise risk
to equipment and personnel. There is no requirement to document compliance as this equipment is
not part of the certified aircraft.
5.

Background

An operator has sustained a blade failure during inflation which appears to be the result of a section
of the Honda GX390 exhaust heat shield separating and contacting the blade.
This fan was supplied in December 2013 and the operator reports it has been used with one balloon
for approximately 221 hours TTIS (200+ inflations)
Inspection of a similar motor and fan at our factory showed cracking in the same area of the heat shield
but the total age and hours of operation are not known.
Photographs of the damage are as follows:
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6.

Inspection:

1)

Inspect the exhaust heat shield for cracking. The critical area identified so far is the front section
near the fan blade.

2)

Confirm that all screws securing the heat shield are secure, in particular the single screw in the
front marked item 1.

3)

Check for cracks around all mounting screws and between air gaps in the heat shield.

4)

Any cracking cause for rejection and it is recommended that the fan be removed from service
until repairs are made.

5)

Document the cracking with photos and please report it to Kavanagh Balloons
(sales@kavanaghballoons.com.au) with history of use for the fan.
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7.

Rectification option 1: Trim off at risk sections of the heat shield

In order to minimise down time, a cracked heat shield can be trimmed back so that none of the at risk
area of the heat shield remains inside the fan guard.
NOTE: a modified heat shield may be prone to further cracking as it will no longer
be supported on the front edge. You will need to monitor it very closely to ensure
there are no further issues. Use this option at your own risk.
1)

Remove the air box and filter to access all screws securing the heat shield.

2)

Mark the heat shield where it lines up with the fan guard to give an indication of maximum material
removal.

3)

Unscrew the heat shield. Note, on older fans these screws may be corroded or difficult to remove.

4)

If the heat shield can not be removed due to proximity to the fan guard, remove the four engine
mount bolts so the engine can be moved away from the fan guard to clear the heat shield.

5)

Ensure the that motor is secured as dropping the motor from the mount at this point will damage
the fan blade.

6)

Remove the heat shield.

7)

Using a saw, tin snips or a cutting wheel, remove the front section of the guard near the line marked
at step 2. The guard must extend close to the fan guard to reduce the gap as much as possible.

8)

Dress the edges of the heat shield with a file or grinding wheel.

9)

Paint edges with a high temperature exhaust paint.

10) Re-install the heat shield ensuring all screws are tight.
11) Re-fit the engine mount bolts if required.
12) Check that the heat shield extends to the fan guard or forward of the guard.

8.

Rectification 2: Replace the heat shield

1)

Locate and record the pin stamped serial number on the right hand side of the motor

2)

Purchase a replacement exhaust heat shield from your local Honda power equipment dealer. You
will need the serial number to order the correct part for your motor.
NOTE: There are many variations of the GX390 motor so you will need the motor
serial number to get the correct parts. Replacement parts are approximately
$115.00

3)

Remove the old heat shield as per steps 3 and 4 in section 7

4)

Install the new heat shield as per steps 9 and 10 in section 7
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9.

Inspect fan for other damage

1)

Inspect the fan guard for broken wires or other damage.

2)

Inspect the fan frame for cracks or other damage.

3)

Inspect and check tighten all bolts.

4)

Check the type pressure is adequate on pneumatic tyres.

10.

Perform functional check

1)

Run the fan ensuring that there is no excessive vibration and performance is normal.

2)

If the heat shield has been modified, monitor it for vibration and further cracking.
NOTE: a modified heat shield may be prone to further cracking as it will no longer
be supported on the front edge. You will need to monitor it very closely to ensure
there are no further issues.

11.

Operational notes for all fans

The following points are recommend for the safe operation of any inflation fan.
•

Inspect the fan prior to each use for cracking/damage to the fan blade, fan guard and frame and
motor.

•

Loose screws or bolts, damaged guards etc. all present a serious and immediate risk to personnel
and equipment and must be repaired before further operation.

•

Ensure that pneumatic tyres are adequately inflated to reduce vibration.

•

Ensure that crew have received adequate training in operation of the fan including emergency
shut-down.

•

The fan should be attended at all times while it is operating.

•

A safe distance must be maintained between the fan and all non essential personnel or crew.

•

Avoid positioning personnel in-line with the plane of rotation for the fan blade - ie: to the sides
of the fan.

•

In the event of any abnormal noises from the fan during operation the fan must be shut down
immediately and inspected for damage before further operation.

•

Do not move the fan while it is operating.

•

Reduce the fan to idle when adjusting the angle on tilt adjustable fans.

•

Ensure the fan is on reasonably flat and even ground. All wheels / legs must be in contact with
the ground.

•

Refer to the Honda manual for the full maintenance schedule for the motor - in brief, check the
oil level before each operation, clean the air filter every 3months/50 hours, change the oil every
6months/100 hours.

•

CASA AC131-1 section 6 details a number of operational considerations for inflation fans and is
recommended for further reading and guidance.
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